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JIM DONOVAN

Dust Explosion

Two red dump trucks clattered into the yard, curling up clouds of
yellow dust and scattering the few chickens from their picking-places in
the noon sun that was slowly draining the green from the grass, clumped
in uncut patches around the low paintless farmhouse. The August-heavy
air by unmoving heat kept the dust clouds thickly suspended, drifting
across the yard. When they had stopped their trucks, the two drivers walked
into the long narrow shed attached to the back door of the house. Its musty
shade soothed them as they passed between its cobwebbed tools and rotting
firewood. Behind them, their clay-caked trucks clicked as they cooled in
the shadow of the leaning barn.
Mrs. Blakeslee blinked at the dust that gathered into the kitchen with
her two sons; she twisted her index-finger in her eye and removed a black
'r(,n pan from the nail in front of her. Her husband filled his sitting-room
chair with a modest immobile girth. His eyes examined the progress of a
nervously feeding fly as it ran up onto his shirt where it encountered small
white clots of cigarette ash that made it buzz away. When the fly left him,
^lark Blakeslee let his eyelids fall closed and lifted his nicotine-browned
land from its home on his stomach to a poised position at the side of his
c air where the fingers spread and a wet, ragged cigarette butt slipped into
c dn can on the floor. The hand went back to its belly place and the old
'nan grunted his irritation at the necessity of throwing away the cigarette.
c Would wait until after lunch to light another; that one would taste
might shave after that if it cooled down some. As he breathed,
i .lter*
s >ellowed shirt jerked up, scuffed the white stubble on his chin, and
Cr°pped back with a single heave.
T burston was the younger son by two years. He sat at the square table
in the kitchen, drumming his thin fingers along the frayed edge of the
nilcloth covering. He watched his brother Perley look up and down the
i°ad-shect
with disapproval in his fast-flicking eyes.
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"What time you two be home?" said the woman without turning
from the stove.
"Depends on Quill. He wants to get a good jump on the paver."
"Wake up the old man, Perl."
Perl's pencil slid down the left side of the sheet which told him how
many loads of the two inch taprock he and his brother had hauled from
the pit to the turnpike at four dollars per load, taking out for gas. Sixteen
dollars for six hours of Monday morning.
"Perl, get up the old man."

"Yeh."

Five more loads this afternoon. Thirty-six bucks. Figurin' at this rate
it would be nearin' the first of October when the trucks got all paid for.
Then another truck. In five years he'd have ten trucks and run all those
foreign bastards off the road.
"Pa. Lunch."
Sure, the old man would get his too. He oughta work himself. He aint
so old that he can't even feed the chickens. He just lumps there in that
chair since we got the trucks, letting the farm go to hell.
"What the hell is Quill holdin' up for? He's gotta be done by Jan-ry.
"Look Pa. I told you, the blasting's taking too long."
"Sit around all day doin' nothin' cause some jake up from New York
blows up the wrong rock. It's us that lose the money. Why I tell you . .
Sure Pa, take it slow. Don't worry, you won't hafta go back to the
fields. You can just leave 'em to the weasels long as ya like.'
"You know 1 can't work the fields with my bum leg. Besides them
fields was never any good anyways. The goddam weasels'll get more outa
'em than any man."
The old man testily stuffed his mouth with potato, mumbling to him
self as he chewed. The other three, bending over their chipped, blue
flowered plates had listened to all this too many times; it had to be a hot
day before they'd answer him. Perl was just about strung to the guts with
the old man. The lyin' old fallow man. He ain't done a man's day of wor
in his whole life. He wouldn't be livin' here if he did.
"What time tonight for supper, Bootsic?"
"I've worked for thirty years. Enough, I say. You guys ain t hungry
like I was at your age."
"No thanks to you."
"What you say, Perl? Listen you young . . ."
"Shut up and eat."
The old man almost glared at his wife for that but he decided n<<
to and glared at Bootsie instead.
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"What the hell you so quiet for?"
Thurston, who had become Bootsie at an early age much to his lasting
discomfort, wondered if he would ever get mad enough to lean across the
table and hit his father the way Perl had when they bought the trucks.
He figured he never would. Maybe someday he'd say to him, "Pa, why
don't you just die and go to hell." Perl would be surprised at him for that.
After telling Pa that, he'd just say to Perl, "And you and all your rush can
join him." He would see Perl's fist rushing hard up into his face and the
blood filling his eyes as he fell to the floor, like it happened when that
soldier hit him. It'd be funny if the old man tried it. His father would
rise from the table with that queer twist to his mouth that he always got
when he was mad, pulling back his fist to swing. He'd just grab his arm,
shove him back into his chair and laugh right into his face.
"What time tonight, Bootsie?"
"Perl says it depends on Quill and the blasters. I guess you better figure
late."
Perl was adding up the total time for his four loads and Bootsie's three,
stretching his eyes beyond his coffee cup. Four, hour and ten minute round
trips. An hour's wait, and a twenty minute wait. Six Monday morning
hours, sixteen Monday morning dollars less a dime for coffee. Merle got
shaky when he went in. That was a good sign. Things are pickin' up and
she was real nice.
"Come on, Boots. It's twelve-thirty already. Why the hell do you gotta
take so long with everything?"
Bootsie got up from his chair and followed his brother through the
door, giving the drooping screen a quick flip with his fingers for the benefit
°f the old man's dirty ears. As he walked out of the shed into the yard, he
stopped his breath at a stench. He remembered the chicken Perl had killed
w'th his truck driving out that morning. Perl had stopped when he hit it
but it was too mangled to eat, so he had kicked it into the drain trench
nhcre it still lay, spotted with furious dusty flies. Bootsie's descending hand
1 nded their crowded dinner. By the wrenched, blood-matted neck, he threw
'be feathery corpse across the stone-strewn road into their highficld. He
'elt s'ck for a moment as he had that night when they had gone searching
,,r dead people by the river after the flood and found piles of drowned
turkeys. He had really been sick then.
As the two trucks passed across the sitting room window, the old man
u^ed his shabby slippered feet across the floor and was reassumed into his
\ air" "c would shave later, before supper. He crossed his legs and began
u mutter to himself as he always did after lunch. "They don't know nothin'.
say Perl don't work hard. He's fast; don't mope like Bootsie." As he
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talked he thought of his sons presenting him with one of those little yelow
or blue houses down in the city where he could have a couch to sleep <'n
and there would be a bar room cl )se by where he might go in the afternoon
to drink rye with ice-cubes in it. He would hint at it someday when let
was in good spirits. "Keep a cow, maybe," he said to the stove in front <»
him that was shaped like himself. He wanted to cross the room and draw
the curtain across the window to keep the sharpening sunlight from his
eyes but its wet-warmth made him so sleepy that he had to stop thinh 'U
about the curtain and go to sleep instead. Dirt-darkened droplets of sweat
trickled through the stubble on his cheeks.
"Clark?"
The stiff, unanswered question was followed into the room bv the
ivered
woman's flint face, glistening from the veil of cooking grease that cose
her quarried features.
"Clark ?"
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He scratched his cheek and snorted a little but didn't open his eyes.
She watched him sleep for a minute then lifted the blue-flowered plate in
her hand and smashed it on the floor. She turned and went back into her
kitchen without watching him leap from his chair, without even listening
to his howls.
When they arrived at the traprock quarry, the two brothers parked in
the line of trucks that led to the loading hopper. Bootsie sat with his arms
lolded over the steering wheel listening to the dynamite explosions that
were sporadically coming from deep in the quarry. They sounded like the
muffled clapping of two giant hands as they resounded, echoing among the
high stockpiles of traprock until they seemed to him like an audience
applauding before a performance. He thought that maybe all these scurrying
trucks were quite a sight with the gray streams of dust sweeping out of
their backs. Ahead of him his brother was impatiently racing his motor.
Every time the line moved forward his truck jumped. When Perl was
finally beneath the hopper, he stood on the running board and watched
the falling stream of rocks crash against the steel body of the truck so that
he might start as soon as the loading was finished. After Perl, Bootsie sat
in the cab with all the windows closed against the sharp metallic dust
ihat poured around the truck. He kept his eyes up on the cut-away moun
tainside where a huge red stone-crusher was smashing into two-inch pieces
the boulders dumped into it by the quarry trucks. This always amazed
him, frightened him a little, to see the small uniform stones flow out of
the bottom of the crusher.
On his way to the turnpike Bootsie hugged the edge of the narrow
winding mountain road, taking a chance on gliding off a soft shoulder and
plunging to the rock-clogged ravine below, as one truck already had that
month. Perl, far ahead, his accelerator pedal pressed into the floorboard,
swept around the slanting curves, blowing his horn to stop anyone coming
the opposite way. You had to take a chance to make a buck. That was
Bootsie s trouble, always worrying, getting pushed around. He'll never
Earn, just get pushed around til he's an old beat-up man. He shoulda been
a farmer, like the old man. Try to teach him but it don't do no good. 1 he
taste of Merle's coffee, her hair tied over her head, her brown neck rising
r<>m her white uniform. She looks better in the morning but she's easier
10 £et along with in the afternoon. Every guy on the job is after her but
one guy is gonna catch her and that guy is Mr. Perley Blakcslee. Down
|'ft, both sticks, all the way to the cellar, hill comes up damn fast. Take
lcr down to the city, see a show, and booze it afterwards. Half-way up,
twenty minutes, one dollar. Maybe buy out Bootsie and let him have the
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farm and the old man too; he's just in my way here. Him tryin' to get
Merle? That's a helluva laugh. He ain't got guts enough even to speak
to her. All the same, he did have that girl in Willimansett. Real pert thing;
the old man loaded too. That was before the army and him gettin' in that
fight with the soldier. Guess he musta gone a little crazy, he almost killed
him. There's Wycznewski passing him. That's two that's passed him to
day. What the hell's he let 'em do that for? Damit he's gotta learn some
time. Tell him about it this time. Chew him out, goddam brother.
At the construction site where the highway was striking its two black
parallel strips across the mountains, the traprock drivers had to drive
onto the roadbed and back over the layer of gravel to dump their loads
on one of the piles over which a bulldozer poised its blade. Perl had to
wait a few minutes for the truck in front of him to dump. As he moved
into place and started to reverse, Bootsie came to a stop third in the line.
After he had dumped, Perl pulled up beside Bootsie's truck.
"What the hell do you let those guys jump you for?"
"Drivin' like that, they're gonna kill somebody someday."
"Just what the hell do you think this is? You gotta push it or you'll
get jumped every time. Now you lost another load. That's two today, that's
eight bucks."
"So what?"
"Listen, Bootsie, all I got to say is get goin' or pay me and get the
hell out."
Perl tried to say it hard to sound like he meant it. He looked at Bootsie's
sneering face for a minute and then started down the hill through upswept
swirls of dust, pushing the accelerator to the floor.
"Let's have the ticket," a man shouted up to Bootsie. He fumbled in
his shirt and looked in the seat before remembering that he had put it in
the sun-visor. When the man signed the orange slip and handed it back
to him it meant it was his turn to dump. He hated this. He had to stand
outside the cab to release the tailgate and when the load fell from the end.
the slashing rock-road hammered his ears and a thick gray wave of traprock dust rose out of the hurtling rocks and swooped back at him. When
he had begun on traprock, he had tried to hold his breath while he dumped
but he could never hold it quite long enough. When the cloud passed by
him he began to cough and spit but it didn't do any good because he felt
choked and clogged all day anyway and he knew he would keep on cough
ing spitting even in his sleep.
He wasn't sure that Perl had meant what he said but he was going to
tell him to go to hell just the same. Push, push, all day long. Push too hard.
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Somebody else is goin' to go on a short flight off that curve one of these
days. He don't care long as it's not him. Always gotta be yellin' about
somethin' or other. Goddam road ain't good for nothin' sept cuttin' up the
hills anyway. When they get done, hafta listen to trailer trucks all night.
Why the hell leave the army? Come back here to spit black and quarrel
all day. Get dropped on a dot and stay there like those bears in that zoo.
They got it fixed up to look like woods and plenty of room but it's really
a zoo with a high steel fence around it. Helen on the mind and Ma and
Pa and Perl in the eyes and pushing this bastard of a truck for fifteen hours
a day. Break out? Jump the fence? Go somewheres? . . . Yeh, and come
back sick like always. But somethin's gotta get done. Gotta do somethin'
to stop this headache and bellyache. So damn hot and dusty. Some one
thing. Insides of the head get all steam and steel and dust. Like this every
day, the sun comes up, turn the headlights off and everything is wet and
edged and one thing stands clear alone of another. Then the heat comes
and everything gets stuck and thick like this place was pasted together.
Gets worse all day 'til night it's like runnin' through a crowd of people
you can't see, with a razor blade cupped in your hand in your pants pocket.
Bootsie shook his head violently from side to side trying to get rid of
the thought that was grinding in his head, to stop its writhe and scratch
in his brain. He jammed the gas pedal to the floor and raced back to the
quarry without slowing down once and that helped until he stopped and
watched the last sun rays spurt blood-air from behind the mountain.
At eight-thirty as the darkness grew heavy and solid between the
mountains the last load had been taken and Monday was shut down. It was
nine hours until 1 uesday started. After their last loads the Blakeslee trucks
moved slowly along the narrow road that led from the quarry to their farmbouse, their sleeping-place. Bootsie, his eyes locked forward, lagged behind
bis brother. He was tired but he didn't want to sleep and he was hungry
but wouldn't eat. His eyes did not see the moon-cleaned fields that bounced
past him and his brain felt like a hot soggy lump that slowly turned around
and back around in his expanding and contracting skullbone. From his
bead to his feet only a flat vague kind of life dragged itself.
Then he saw. He saw Perl turning down the driveway ahead of him.
T hat meant he would have to struggle to squeeze his truck into the narrow
space in the barn. He had pulled that steering wheel too much already that
ay. Perl, standin' in the barn would guide him. When Bootsie pulled into
*be driveway toward the open doors, Perl was just shutting off his lights
and getting out of his truck. He stood in the headlight beams in the stall
where Bootsie was to park and directed him forward from the top of the
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driveway. As soon as the headlights fell fully on his brother, the solt turning
mass of Bootsie's brain stopped slack, became hard and began to spin and
jump. He slammed the gas pedal down. The truck plunged into the barn.
Surprised at Bootsie's face and angry at his imminent pain, Perley flung
one final shriek from his fear-stitf throat as the red bumper smashed into
his chest and drove the body through the splintering wooden wall of the
barn.
Before he had even hit the back of the barn, Bootsie rammed his foot
on the brake. When the truck finally stopped outside in the field grass, he
lumped to the ground, stood trembling in the moonlight for a moment,
then gave a small screech as he fell to the ground, clutching his hands to
his face. He slowly turned his reddening eyes out of his sweating hands
and looked under the truck at the twisted form of his brother.

MARK BRICKLIN

Haze

Transient result of
Habit nourished passion
You pour from my trembling fingers
As blood from a water-covered wound
And like my thoughts
Rise quickly to the sky
Where all the world
Rips your gossamer webs asunder
Leaving you to cloud my vision
With fantastic figurines;
Beautiful but meaningless.

JOHN CLARKE

On Beam-Ends
Just now! in waters of your eyes,
The flaming wick before it dies.
How like a yellow sail it tacks—
The ship at anchor rides in wax.

Respite
Who is this woman come to me tonight?
The autumn chill sets in;
The gate gives not to easy passage,
And the lamps along the road are out!
Under her coat dances a scarlet flame;
Her hand in mine is thin.
Some raindrops glisten on her hair,
The first of the approaching storm.
Who could have come upon this wayless road?
1 he weatherglass dips low,
And the poplars sweep across the sky,
Rustling with presentiment.

Roulade
How joyously we came
Back from the marshlands,
Singing an old roulade
In the fog-blanched twilight.
While a night heron stirred
Behind the tall grass,
Stretched up on spindle-legs,
And feathered the heavy air.

ROBERT DE MARIA

The Anatomy of Apathy
"In fearless youth we tempt the heights of arts.
—POPE

How inappropriate, almost ridiculous, that line from Pope sounds to u>
now. Can we honestly think of the youth of our own century, and par
ticularly of our own decade, as attempting the heights of arts, as wrestling
with fundamentals, heating their breasts Hamlet-like, sweating under
mctaphysical and aesthetic burdens as they make the long climb, upward,
ever upward, towards some beckoning light, some vision? No! 1 he picture
is ludicrous. The young would laugh; and perhaps we would all laugh, hut
possibly for different reasons. There is no statistical basis for saying that
the aims and ambitions of youth have changed over the years, but, some
how, one feels they have, one feels they could not always have been the
way they are now. And this is not merely a matter of intuition. Though
there arc no statistics, there are other things—there are explanations in
terms of a changing world. The "experts in adjustment tell us that the
world that confronts a young person today is not the world that confronted
a young person in the Middle Ages, in the Renaissance, or in the Eighteenth
Century. Whatever the reasons are, the important thing is that our times
are infected with a contagious and fatal disease called APATHY.
Creeping Cynicism.
There have always been cynics, but usually they have pouted and sulked
on the fringes of society somewhere without doing much harm. It is only
in recent times that they have made such dangerous inroads into the very
center of things, and, like some indestructible bug, multiplied to eat away
the very heart of our culture.
By cvnicism I mean what the dictionary so effectively describes as a
sneer ing disbelief in sincerity and rectitude." The cynic believes that all
human behavior is motivated by self-interest, or what appears to be self*
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interest. The youth of this country, who have been so thoroughly tainted by
this attitude, mistake it for a kind of sophistication. Very few "respectable"
teen-agers today would be willing to give the impression that they believe in
anything with intensity and fervor. They merely swallow hand-me-down
ideas with an indifferent shrug of the shoulders. They are self-conscious
about holding convictions, and, therefore, they prefer not to. They worry
about being different, about being laughed at, about being "out of it." So
they wear the same clothes, listen to the same music, and think the same
thoughts, or, rather, by a tacit consent, agree not to think at all.
Wide, Wide, World.
Certainly, there are logical reasons for this attitude—for this apathy,
indifference, and refusal to think. Most experts would place the blame on
the complex and chaotic world with which we are confronted. The indi
vidual, they say, cannot locate himself in relation to so huge an entity as
the whole world, or even the universe. He is lost. He flounders and falls
hack on himself. He stops thinking about it because the effort is too painful
and leads only to confusion. It was easier to locate one's self, they say, in a
Christian Feudal system, where everyone had a fixed place, where one
knew what his duties were and what his dues were. Now we rattle about,
must figure things out for ourselves, and are ultimately frightened by the
new cosmology, the new international view, and the general disintegration
of strong traditions.
New Philosophy Casts All In Doubt.
Hut there is an answer to this sociological "excuse" for apathy and
mediocrity. In a sense, the world has always been falling apart at the
seams. Shakespeare felt it was; so did Donne; so did almost any intelligent
man who wrote or thought about his times. The Golden Age has always
existed in the remote past. The present has always been an ugly and con
tusing place filled with fear and doubt. Somewhere a line must be drawn.
At some point even the sociologists and psychologists and historians must
hegin to place some of the burden, some of the responsibility for what is
happening, squarely on the shoulders of the individual, and not simply on
cycles of history, environmental factors, and maladjustments. The indi
vidual cannot be absolved from thinking, just because it is a trifle more
difficult, or seems a bit more difficult, now than it ever did. If for no other
reason, he has a kind of duty to his own nature, to human nature—he is
obliged to exercise that portion of himself, that function, by which he is
defined. He is a rational creature, by nature. Therefore, it is unnatural not
,0 lhink; it is a violation of a natural law to refuse to think, to bury one's
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head in the sand, or the sandbox, or the amusement park, or the cheap
sadistic novel, or the abominations of television, or anything that is designed
specifically to plug up the mind, to anesthetize it, or pickle it to preserve
it from the difficulties of natural, though painful, thought.
Cogito, Ergo I Am Eccentric.
The young man who is admired today, who is looked up to as a kind of
leader or model, is not the one who excels scholastically, not the one who
wins the Latin medal (are there any colleges left that still give one, or many
that even offer a course in Latin? Greek is unmentionable!); he is not the
imaginative, sensitive lad who has suddenly discovered "art, and he is
certainly not the rather worried lad who has suddenly discovered life—he
is none of these things. Rather, he is the cynical young man, the one who
can outwit both his equals and his superiors, the one who can get some
thing for nothing, whether it is a passing grade in Freshman English or
s girl in the back seat of a car. He is our hero because he is shrewd, because
he is among those fit to survive in a competitive society, because he has
discovered the most skillful means to pursue the bubble of self-interest. He
is popular, "most likely to succeed," an inspiration to his friends. He is
rather proud of the fact that he "pulled a C" in History without "cracking
the book." When he graduates, when he is presented with his gray flannel
suit, and takes his place in the world outside, he will be even prouder if
he can say that he spends a minimum amount of time behind his desk, that
he has an expense account that he can take advantage of, and that he has
a month off in the summer when he can loaf around the golf course ami
sip tall drinks on his patio. Work is a nasty thing, a way of making money.
It has no virtue in itself. His principle is that one should get as much as
he can, and give as little as possible. Perhaps, then, it is merely this, a kind
of highly commercial profit-motive, that our culture is dying of. In educa
tion it is disastrous.
Fifth Amendment Illiterates.
Learning and intelligence, once held in such high esteem, have lost
much of their prestige in recent years. They have become suspect. There
is the vague feeling in the minds of many people that there is something
wrong with genius, or art, or intellectualism. People who use their minds
arc, for some reason, odd or queer, or perhaps even subversive. Intellectuals
are strange ducks because either they don't seem to be working at all. or
they seem to be working very hard and making no money. When a teacher
takes his summer off to do some reading or research, his neighbors cannot
understand why he doesn't seem to be doing anything with his time; the)
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don't see why he doesn't take a part-time job in a gas station or do some
thing to make some etftra money, especially since teachers, so he reads in
the papers, are always raising a fuss about salaries. Writers and teachers
have suffered the greatest loss of prestige, but even the god-like scientist has
not escaped altogether. There is a tendency to think of our brilliant scientists
as rare birds with some mystical gift for "arithmetic."' but also with a kind
of childishness and naivete where real practical things are concerned. Their
comments on world problems are pretty much ignored, while the noises
made by ex-insurance salesmen who happen now to be sitting in the United
States Senate are trusted as sound common sense when the destiny of our
nation and world is being discussed. Is it any wonder, then, that the young
shy away from these areas? They do not want to be laughed at; they want
to do the laughing. They want to be on the winning side. They want the
secure feeling that whatever they believe (if you can call it belief) is sup
ported by a great big mass or lump of opinion. In this there is safety; in
the other there is the risk of ridicule and criticism. To rephrase somewhat,
then, the Fifth Amendment, they refuse to learn on the grounds that it
might incriminate them. To be an intellectual one almost has to be a rebel,
and in this post-war, cold-war decade it is dangerous and disgraceful to lie
a rebel. So, whatever natural impulses there might be to revolt must be
suppressed only to appear elsewhere in a rash of delinquency, a kind of
uncontrollable eruption. How much healthier it would be if a young man
suddenly discovered an unusual aesthetic principle or a unique political
notion and threw all of his rebellious spirit behind it, instead of suddenly
discovering how easy it is to steal a car, cheat on an examination, or chuga-lug a can of beer.
•'ill the Comforts Of Mediocrity.
1 he logical outcome of this fear of genius or excellence of an intellectual
*°rt is to fall back on mediocrity. It is not a matter merely of saying that
to be average is "sufficient," but a matter of saying that it is even better
not to be the best. There is a flaw in the logic here, but that doesn't seem
to discourage the tendency. There is a feeling of security in mediocrity.
That is, after all, where the flock is feeding, and it is dangerous to stray
t°o far from the flock. Having chosen mediocrity over excellence, one can
always find a philosophy of some simple sort to defend his choice. This is
democratic, he will say. Why should a person presume that he is better
than anyone else? Why should he aspire to such great heights when the
Jfeat mass of people aspire only to scale the heights of mole-mills and curb
stones. One hides in the crowd to avoid detection, to avoid condemnation,
^he individualist is too often criticized these days. He is a dreamer, he is
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not practical, he is poor, he is naive, he is neurotic, he is asocial, he is
unpatriotic, he is subversive, he is queer, he is, in a sense, stupid. And,
thus, the contradiction—it is wise to be unwise.
All Art Is Quite Useless.
In such an atmosphere the arts are bound to suffer more than anything
else. The artist has become a joke. He is ridiculous, he is laughed at,
because he is not fit to survive in this sort of world. His place has been
taken by a class of pseudo-artists, by skilled craftsmen who can grind out
popular songs, cheap novels, spectacular movies, television scripts, and pastel
nudes for calendars. There is no money in serious art, therefore, there is
no meaning in it, it makes no sense. People are suspicious of the artist.
They have heard about such creatures, about their peculiar ways, their
bohemian existence, their unconventionality. They are, in short, "a crazy
bunch." The innocent undergraduate who is tempted to peek into the world
of art hesitates. He is reluctant and secretive. If he writes poetry, he hides
it from all except a few chosen intimates who might understand. The
indulgence in individual creative art is rapidly becoming a new kind of sin.
a sin against mediocrity, a sin against the "group," a sin against one s friends
and associates. It is almost something to be ashamed of. Hut, then, there is
good reason. Once more we are confronted with that worst of all possible
consequences—ridicule. No one wants to be made fun of. And, thus, many
are discouraged. They take a tentative look, even dip a toe into the icy
waters, and then recoil, retreat, take up TV script writing, or journalism, and
arc once more received into the welcoming arms of their contemporaries.
Burban^ With An MG. Bleistein With An XK120.
The apathy of which we have been speaking, then, is a kind of retreat
from all serious intellectual effort. There are too many obstacles to overcome— the criticism, the ridicule, the effort itself in the face of apparent
chaos. One is inclined to run away from it all, to find some means o
escape. He can do this in a numlier of ways. He can, for instance, make
it a symbolic flight. Motion and speed are two highly admired things in
our own society today. Americans love big cars, they love to travel, they
love airplanes, especially supersonic jets. On a Sunday in the summer the
highways are clogged with 300-horsepower automobiles. We are a restless
bunch, constantly on the move, almost as if we were being pursued. An
in a sense, we are being pursued, but only by ourselves, and not even the
jaguar doing 130 mph will help us escape. We are like the natives in the
Orient who are followed by evil spirits. They run their little boats across
the paths on oncoming steamships to cut off the evil spirits. We speed do*n
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the long highway, race the train to the crossing, clear it by inches in the
hope that the roaring locomotive will cut off the spirits that trail and haunt
us. Hut sometimes there is a miscalculation and we do not cjuite make it.
Roc/( and Roll Lullaby.
Almost all of our popular media of entertainment are not designed to
stimulate us intellectually, to make us think, but, on the contrary, are
designed (and very skillfully) to keep us from thinking. They are road
blocks between us and reality, screens and filters to keep out unpleasant
things. The noise of the radio and T\ set creates a kind of interference,
? distraction, that scrambles coherent thought. At night, when it is too
quiet, when the stillness invites a kind of depression, we have to resort to
ether things—bedtime literature, clock-radios, sleeping pills. Popular music
has always been a favorite means of jamming up the works or of lulling
us to sleep. Once it was Dixieland, once Boogie Woogie, once swing, once
Western ballad, and now it is Rock and Roll. To maintain the happy
Apathetic state of mind one needs the constant distraction. And, so, for
all of its noise, its pulsations and gyrations, Rock and Roll is just another
lullabyI tin time In Happyland.
It all comes down to this, then. The apathy that we can witness all
around us is the result of a loss of nerve, it is the refusal to be an individual,
•j is the reiusal (not the inability) to think, in spite of the fact that Nature
emands it. W hen the long climb becomes too difficult, we cast a longing
over our shoulders at the circus below where everyone seems to be
aving such a good time. For the moment we fail to see the death-head in
c smiling face, and so we turn around and join in. And if there is any
nker a concept ot a final goal, a Utopia, a heaven, a vision, it is none of
' °se difficult things contemplated by "odd" intellectuals, it is merely a
of Funtime in Happyland.

JAMES E. PARSONS
Last summer the President was advised by letter that the B.de Rothschild
Foundation would li/^e to *now if the College had a promising young poet
whose career would be advanced by a gift of money and a Fellowship. President
Bailey replied in the affirmative, and in the fall we looked for our best Sophomore
or Junior poet. He turned out to be Jim Parsons, and he is enjoying the
de Rothschild Fellowship and its pretty sizable emolument. Sometimes poetry
pays off.—JOHN CROWE RANSOM

Life Theory
The
The
The
The

past is but a shadow;
future but a dream;
present but a shadowed day-dream,
waking from which—is death.

After
The hopes of spring baked in the summer sun,
burned in the simmer of the autumn's crumbling heat,
and drifted away; ashes in the winter's smoke.
A hoary frost rose on the rotting fruit,
and the wind shrieked through the fallow, futile soil,
whining as met the leaden, barren sky.
Spark and thunder milled in the moving sky.
Crumbling rubble settled in the sun,
and returned again to its brown womb, the soil.
The wind's breath was a Uckly stagnant heat
which settled like a blanket on the fruit.
Steel and concrete drifted away in the smoke.
The dry field was masked in a haze of smoke
that rose in clouds to meet the slated sky.
A single shadow trampled the fallen fruit;
a life among the lifeless in the sun,
wincing from the wind and from the heat,
moaning despair in the deaf ears of the soil.
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The shadowed form hurled his hate at the soil,
and his fury was swallowed by the billowy smoke
that covered everything. He felt the heat
and wondered why he lived. Against the sky
a tree stretched gnarled fingers towards the sun,
and the form knew that the tree would bear no fruit.
The form longed for just a bite of fruit,
or for the coolness of the once-rich soil.
But all was parched and burnt by the laughing sun
and his sardonic grin. Swirling smoke
rose in ghost-like wisps, and the sky
enclosed him in great furry arms of heat.
The form and the tree were all alone with the heat
and on the ground were the rotting cores of fruit.
1 he form stretched out his arms against the sky
and cursed the day that he first saw the soil
or dreamed a dream or sighed a sigh. The smoke
lazily sauntered up to meet the sky.
T he two were the only fruit beneath the sky
or on the lonely soil. The heated smoke
curled around the form and the tree as they kissed in the sun.

Kisses
First love came and melted out the core
of hatred from the heart's thin walls of doubt.
She kissed the slaggard blood and made it pour
the tingle that it carried from without.
Next pity came and kissed away the fear,
and turned each cold remaining drop of scorn
into a warm and glistening salty tear.
Thus the warm triumph of the sense was born.
But the courtship wasn't over; just begun,
for cooler lips came to end the bliss.
The pleasure of the sense was soon undone,
and the tingling heart, at the end, knew only this:
that its pulsing hand had been eternally won
by the bloodless lips of a never-ending kiss.
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Round Trip
Shining neon in the glittering city
calls the travelers to the shrine of hope.
And in they flow, flotsam in the stream,
swept along by the turbulant tide of silver.
They gawk and gape and stare up at the light
and scatter as thick as sands upon the desert.
In time they soon forget about the desert,
and each becomes a part of his great city.
Their eyes become accustomed to the light
that always flickers. And soon they replace the hope
that they brought with them, with the tune of silver
jangling in the pocket of the stream.
And soon they no longer float, but swim the stream
that they have grown to love. Far is the desert
and its dryness from the land of silver.
The humming treadmill of the busy city
doesn't leave much time to stop and hope
or catch a breath. The buzzing fly can't light.
At every party the head does feel quite light,
when the small talk flows in a never-ending stream:
"Well did you ever?" "Have you heard: "I hope
to tell you so!" "Yes thanks, I'm dry as a desert."
Sometimes it gets tiring in the city,
but still in all they're thankful for the silver.
In time the hair is touched with a tint of silver
and tri-focals now are used to see the light
which still shines in the ever-living city.
Once in a while they think of a bubbly stream,
and now and then they faintly recall the desert
that they left when they came to live at the shrine of hope.
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The current relieved them of the need to hope
so when other travelers robbed them of their silver,
there was nothing left for them but the waiting desert,
with only the knowing sun to give them light.
Once again they're flotsam in the stream,
and their last glimpse is neon in the city.
They came to the city young and full of hope.
In the silver glow they swam the teeming stream.
In the sun's hard light they trudge home to the desert.

Quadrisection
III

i
When the whining wind
sings an old man's song
and the ivy fades
to a crumbling brown,
and the sky is lead,
and the sun is cold;
then the soul is dry
and remembers the past
and the sour lemon
quenches its thirst.

When the whistling wind
sings a baby's song,
and the earth's brown lips
give a muddy kiss,
and the sky is silk,
and the sun is high;
then the eye shines
on the splash of color,
and for the moment
forgets the past.

II
When the wailing wind
sings a dead man's song,
and black hands
wear white gloves,
and milling clouds
are spitting cotton;
then the heart crawls
in the comforting past
and hibernates,
safe in its folds.

IV
When the whispering wind
singe a lover's song,
and pink stems
wear red blooms,
and the crystal sky
is blue, blue hot;
then the tongue tingles
at the sweet fruit
and loses forever
its taste for lemon.
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Resolution
Not what to do . . . but why?
Sisyphus straining, struggles to the mountain's
peak, and sees his boulder tumble to the
valley. Again he trudges down to meet it,
knowing that at completion he fails again.
Again and still and evermore he pushes,
despair and futile labor are his whatchwords.
Not what to do . . . but why?
The thesis is its own anthesis.
The spinning wheel's inertia is its start
and finish. The senseless, ravelled threads it weaves
all swirl and jumble, tangled in the center
and cling to the spindle; only to be cut and spun
and weaved and whirled and tangled once again.
Not what to do . . . but why?
Tantalus tearful, trembles at the current's
rush, and sees the waters draw when he
would drink. Again he strains to touch the fruit,
knowing already that it will spring away.
Again and still and evermore he hungers,
desire and ceaseless yearning are his watchwords.
Not what to do . . . but why?
Existence cannot pass from one to another.
Isolation in a world ak»ne
is all. The eye's sun and the finger's flame
live only for the finger and the eye.
The blind man cannot see or know or be
but can only say: "Not what to do . . . but why?"
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MELVYN BARON

On the Occasion of My Twenty-first Birthday
Remember what your father said
You're better off alive than dead.
The shadow gnawing at your limbs
Is merely something out of Grimm's.
The spectacle of hate you see
Is conquered by maturity,
Deliberate malice, understand,
Is just a malady of gland,
And all your childish malefactions
Are simply chemical reactions
Arousing short-lived impudence
Though roundly checked by common sense.
Remember too there's prudent truth
In castigating all your ruth,
There's nothing in a man so deep
To make a Prussian soldier weep
Or make a lawyer bare his heart,
Surrender there his wit and art.
You come of age when life reveals
The mysteries that youth conceals,
On this your solemn day of birth
Abolish shadows from the earth
And in the light of sun disprove
The possibility of love.
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Memoirs of an Executioner
I turned in my youth like so much swollen anger
Unredeemable anger
Clouds dispersed in my hair when I touched them
Rivers and clocks folded
As I turned in my prism of dread.
Father bore me to London
Consignments and fetishes, women, reproaches and bludgeonings
I awoke to fog descending—
Systems of heaven repenting their sanctity—
Confession of vanity—
Fled before weeping from fog and Sodom
To the fog descending within me.
I left my blood in the circle of carriage and carnage
As I turned in my anger.
The torturer's white hand retrieved me
I turned in my guilt and age to his bloodless cross—
Unredeemable age—
To be schcxded at last at the bosom of death
I became my anger.

THEODORE D. KURRUS

My Bed of Hay
A SATIRE

I used to like to sleep in the barn when I was a little boy. I liked to
make a nice warm bed out of the hay, covering myself all over with it so
only my head was sticking out. 1he hay on top of me like that made me
feel so nice and warm and all, that I could lay there all snug—even if it
was sort of cold at night. I liked the smell of the barn and of the hay,
especially at night when it was sort of cool like that, when there was a
little dew around and all the flies had gone to sleep. Some nights when there
was a little breeze coming from the woods across the pond, 1 could smell
all the different smells that come from the woods, especially at night when
it is cooling like that. I could smell the wet leaves and the trees and all
the different sort of smells that come from the pond when it is misty anil
all like that. I could even smell the animals sometimes, and it got so that
I almost could tell one animal from another just by the smell. I really liked
the smell of the barn and the hay and all, but it was the woods and the
animals and such that I think I liked the best.
When you get right down to it though, it wasn't just smellin that
was so much fun and all, it was the listenin and hearin all the night sounds
that I likes the best. Why, at night, there were more sounds coming out
of them woods than you could imagine—animals and birds and such—and
especially the sounds that the woxes made—they was the best of all. I hked
to lay all bundled up in the hay, nice and warm and safe like, like I said,
and listen to all the night birds and animals clammer back and forth to
one another. It was sort of scary sometimes, for the sounds seemed to be
real close and once I even heard some animal come a-sniflin here and there,
in the dark, right near to where I was a-layin in the hay. 1 just lay as quiet
as I could and didn't move a muscle, and if it was too close, why 1 iust
held my breath until I thought I'd pop so nuthin could hear me anyway
at all, and then I knew I would be safe.
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When I think back on it now, I really don't know why I acted so
scared and such, cause Mom and Pap said that those night animals weren't
out to hurt no one, for they were just out hunting for some food or some
thing. Anyway, I still liked to listen to them, I liked them all real well,
hut I especially liked to listen to the woxes. I never did see a wox, but all
the people in the town used to tell me all the stories about them, and how
they lived in the trees during the days and only came out at night to find
food and play in the dew. The people said the woxes looked like people, only
that they were bigger and were covered with hair all over, sort of shaggy
like, and that their faces and hands were all wrinkled up sort of; sort of
prune-looking they said. I don't ever recall anyone saying that he had ever
seen a wox, but everyone seemed to know what they looked like alright,
and everyone sure was scared of them too. Why people would lock them
selves up in their houses at night whenever the woxes were out. It was
the darndest thing too, for I don't recall ever hearing of a wox hurting
no one at all, but just the same the people were scared of them all the
time. I used to listen to the woxes making all sorts of noises at night.
1 think it was the noises that scared people so, for they even scared me
too sometimes with all their growlin and gruntin and burblin and the like.
Sometimes they would make sounds just like people, they could sound like
^ lady crying sort of, or they could laugh long and loud like Pap does
sometimes. Sometimes the woxes would growl and grunt and do stuff like
'hat, just like a bunch of animals and things, while other times they could
wail and woo and moan and groan just like people. Like I said, it even
scared me sometimes, and I could see why the other people in the town
were a bit scared too. They sure was peculiar, them woxes, why some
"ights I would be a listening there in my bed of hay, and over in the
misty dew across the pond, there would come a callin like a never heard
before. It would sound like a woman way off there callin for someone or
s<>methin to come and get her, and then she would sort of sob and cry like,
almost pitiful the way it sounded. It ran goose pimples up my back, and
sort of made me want to run out there and help her, or do something
anyway. But that is what everyone said the woxes was tryin to do, they
was tryin to make someone go out to where they was and then the woxes
would eat him or something. That is what everyone said, everyone except
°m and Pap that is, Pap said it was all just a bunch of hog rubbish, and
'hat I better not believe it or he'd give me a good cuffin on the ears, and
j didn t relish Pap's cuffins, so I never asked him again about the woxes.
111 just as happy to listen to their sounds and all anyway.
I remember once someone told me about what happened to old farmer
s who used to live down by Sull Creek. I say he used to live down
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there for he did, but ever since that night when he was caught by the
woxes, no one ever heard from him again. I remember people used to say
that he laughed at all the stories about the woxes and all, and that he never
paid any attention to any of them, and he just sat there and laughed when
someone would warn him to keep away from the woods at night, especially
on those dewy moonlight nights the woxes liked the best. When I think
about it now, it seems he felt the same way Mom and Pap felt, but anyway
one night he was a-sittin in with some friends of his, and they was havin
a fine time and it got to be real late before they realized that it was time
to go. It was one of them misty, sort of dewy nights with the moon out
bright and all—just perfect for the woxes to have one of their parties or
something, and farmer Dobbs set out to walk through the woods to get
home. His friends begged for him to pass the night with them, for they
were feared of the woxes, and knowed that he shouldn t roam out late like
that alone. But Dobbs just laughed and set out on his way, and that is
the last time ever that anyone saw hide or hair of him in these parts. The
people in the town said it was just his own fault, and that if he had paid
attention nothing would have happened to him, but Pap said that there
was no truth in the story at all. Why he said he had seen Mr. Dobbs since
that night, and that he knew where he was and all, and that Dobbs just had
to leave unexpected like that cause someone was sick somewhere and needed
him right away. People said that the woxes really had a howl that night
so it seemed, the woxes must have been real happy for they sort of laughed
all the night. I didn't know what to think, but all the same it was kind
of scary in a way, and I used to like to think of it when I heard the woxes
a-playin out there in the woods at night. I used to imagine all sorts of
things was happening out there at night, listenin to things like 1 said, like
women cryin and people laughin and havin a good time and the such.
Them woxes was the happiest lot sometimes, and then others they would
be like the saddest things I ever heard. I liked the happy times the best,
for when the laughin came from a way off like it did, and then just got
closer and closer all the time, I jus^ felt like laughin myself—and sometimes
I did too—I wanted to just run out there with them and play with them
and have such a good time laughin and all with them, it would of been
such fun and all, but I couldn't and I knowed it and because of that 1 even
felt sort of sad like. I guess I had to do what Pap said, and Pap said to
never go out there at night cause I might get lost or somethin, but I kinda
thought that he was scared for me to get mixed up with the woxes, and
that maybe he did believe in them a little bit too—anyway I wasn't going
to go out there anyway.
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Sometimes the woxes carried on all night long, and when the morning
came all would be peaceful like and quiet with just a few birds and all
flying about looking for food and such. I liked to get up early and go for
a walk in the woods, over by the pond, just to see if there was anything
over there that the woxes might have left or anythin. I would look all over
the place for marks or somethin that looked like a wox might have left it
there, but I never found much that was very interestin though. Once I
did find somethin sort of peculuar like though, I was walkin in the long
grass and 1 come upon this here spot with all the grass sort of battered
down like somethin had pushed it down by sittin or walkin on it. I bent
down on my knees and looked at it more closely, and I saw all sorts of
footprints there in the soft mud under the grass. It was a very funny thing
it seemed to me, so I sat down right smack in the middle of the pushed
down spot, and just started thinking of what it could have been made by.
I looked at the grass and it seemed to take the form of a circle or some
thing sort or round like that. I couldn't figure it out, so I just sat there
with my head on my hands thinking and thinking as hard as I could.
I thought it probably could have been made by the woxes while they was
havin some sort of a party like they do sometimes when I hear them from
the barn back across the pond, but I wasn't sure. Anyways, while 1 was
sitting there, who comes along sort of sauntering out of the woods like,
hut Pap. He wasn't payin much attention to anything or where he was
a-goin, for he was just sort of walking along thinking like I was. When
he got near to me, I hollered a sort of hello Pap to him, and he jumps
like he was scared by a rabbit or somethin. As soon as he spies me, he
comes over to where I was sittin, and he was a-boilin mad. He really yells
•it me and tells me to get back to the house and gives me such a hard cuffin
on the ears that I sort of saw stars. I couldn't figure it out, but I ran as
'ast as my legs would go back toward the house to Mom, before Pap could
tu IT me any more. I sat at the table and was eatin my breakfast when Pap
comes through the door, but I didn't say anythin to him for I didn't like
e cuffins that Pap gave me, and I wasn't hankerin for any more. Later
that night, I asked him what the circle of feet were—I kinda suspected
that I could ask him then for he seemed in a better way than he was that
nornin—anyways, he just pretended he knowed nothin about what I was
miking about. He just told me to quiet up and forget the whole thing for
1 didnt know what I was talkin about, and if I didn't, I would get a good
cuffin again, and seein as I didn't have no likin for them cuffins that Pap
8ave> I just shut up and said no more about the business. I did think it was
a hit peculuar though, for Pap saw them footprints and that mashed down
kr'iss just as plain as I did, but still I weren't going to say nothin about it.
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That night I went to the barn like I had been doin all the time, and
1 bundled myself up in the hay just as warm as ever. It was a nice night,
there was a little mist over the pond and the woods were silhouetted against
the sky nice and black like. It wasn't very cold and there was a nice moon
out that sort of made everything look whitish, and look sort of spooky and
all. As I walked into the barn, I could smell the hay and the dusty odor
that was always there because of all the old tools and stuff that Pap leaves
around in the summer time. I got all wrapped up in the hay like I usually
did with my head sticking out and all, and I felt real warm and snug.
I lay there nice and warm like I said, sort of smellin the smells and listening
to the night birds call to each other and all, and I began to think of the
grass again, and what Pap said and why he acted so funny and all that sort
of stuff—it all sort of bothered me and I couldn't figure it all out; I couldn't
figure what got Pap so mad and all, and what's more, 1 sure wanted to
know what those foot prints was and all; I didn't know whether they was
the woxes or what, I was just mixed up. Anyway, I thought and thought
until after a time I drifted off to sleep, and even in my dreams I was still
thinkin of what was goin on.
1 don't know just what it was that woke me up, but all of the sudden
I was a lyin there in the hay woken up from a sound sleep. It was not one
of those gradual like things where you are sleepy for a while, I was wide
awake with my eyes open lookin hard into the blackness that was all round
me. I couldn't see a thing, for my back was to the open barn door, but I
had the scariest feeling that I ever had. I felt that there was something in
that black barn with me right then, and I had goose bumps all over me.
I could not smell anything different than what 1 usually smelled, and I
could not hear anythin different, in fact, I could not hear anythin at all.
There were no noises comin up from the pond and the woods like there
usually was—no night noises from the birds and the animals—there was
nothin; and maybe, I figured, that was the reason I woke up like I did
and such. I lay there in the black and didn't move a muscle—like I usually
did when there was something scary around. Finally, after a little while
of listenin hard and lookin hard and not gettin anywhere, I gathered ail
my courage together and decided to turn over and look out of the door in
back of me, just to see if there was anythin different about, or if there were
any lights on in the house. In turnin, I rolled over on to my left side and
looked up in back of me towards the door. What I saw left me without
a breath of air in my whole body, for there, not six inches from my face
was a large hairy head, silhouetted against the moonlit sky, with two yellow
eyes gleamin at me in the darkness. I was so scared that I didn't know
just what to do, I just about fainted and my heart was poundin so that 111
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bet you could have heard it all the way back toward town—and on. I just
lay there with my mouth open and my eyes a-lookin straight into those two
shiny yellow eyes looking down at me. And 1 let out a yell that must
have woken the dead I was so scared, and then I jumped back ofT the hay
rack and ran out the door as fast as my little legs would carry me. I must
have scared the wox, at least I thought it must have been a wox, for he
jumped as high as I did when I screamed, and as I ran out the door he
was disappearin down toward the pond, his hairy body bouncin and sort
of galumphin through the grass. 1 ran as fast as I could toward the house,
not even watching where I was goin at all. As I drew closer I could see
a little light comin from the sittin room there in the front of the house,
and I was never so glad in my whole life to see anything, for it meant that
there was someone up and Pap said I was never to wake him up after he
had gone to bed, him or Mom he said, or he would box my ears—boy was
1 glad there was a light on in the house, and I kept thinkin so as I ran
toward it blindly with my goose bumps runnin up and down my back all
the time like that. Without even lookin behind me, I could imagine some
big hairy wox comin up behind me sort of, and I think that made me run
all the faster.
1 bounded up the kitchen stairs so fast that I think I didn't even touch
one of them on my way to the kitchen, and on into the sitting room where
{he light was. As I plummeted into the room, I ran right into the hairy
stomach of another big wox, and as I screamed with surprise, another wox
tame up behind me and put its arms about my waist so that no matter
how much I kicked and fought and the like, I couldn't do a thing. All the
time I was tryin to get free, I could hear my Mom's voice calling to me to
stop Hghtin, and my Pap saying the same. I figured
that the woxes had
gotten them too, and all I could do now was cry until my eyes were so full
°f tears that everythin looked sort of blury and underwaterish like. I looked
around for Mom and Pap, but I could see them nowhere, and suddenly 1
heard Pap speak again, but I looked and it weren't Pap speakin at all, it
Were the wox and then 1 looked at the wox and the wox seemed to look
something like Pap did, and then 1 looked at the other wox and it had
•' likeness to Mom and then I knew that Mom and Pap had turned into
0Xes» and I started to cry all over again and I didn't know what to do.
»m and Pap were all the time tellin me to quiet up and listen to them,
s° seein as there was nothin else I could do, I stopped my blubberin and
ooked at the two woxes that used to be my parents, but to my surprise
y didn't look too bad at all; in fact, they looked sort of funny like and
* that; they had long black hair all over them and their faces did look
s°rt of like prunes and all, like the town people said. 1 was trio scared sort
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or to laugh, but I did sort of feel like laughing toward myself—it was more
of a scared type laugh than it was a funny laugh. They looked at me with
those yellow eyes, and then without a word, Pap, 1 guess it was Pap, took
me by the hand and we went walkin out into the dark, over past the pond
and on toward the woods and the full tall grass where I had seen all those
foot prints and the like before. Off in the distance, I could hear some
gruntin and some other sounds that I knew to be made by other woxes,
for I had listened to them for so long now that I knew every sound they
ever made. One of the woxes in the distance let out a long moan sort of
thing, and my Pap answered it with a few chortles, and then Mom joined
in toward the rear. I was beginnin to enjoy myself sort of, all the fear had
left me and besides, I always wanted to see what the woxes did in the
night, so I just let myself bounce along with Pap as he went toward the
other woxes with Mom. When we got to the woods, I suddenly came upon
a sight that took all the breath out of me for an instant—there were ahout
fifteen other different woxes there, all gathered around in the tall grass in
a big circle like thing. As we came closer, they all looked at me with those
yellow eyes flickerin sort of in the dark, and it sort of scared me, but 1
knew Pap wouldn't let anyone hurt me so I was not worried or frettin a
bit. When we got to the others, Pap let out one of the burbles that I had
been hearin from my bed of hay for so long, and all the rest of the woxes
started to howl right along with him and began to form a kind of circle
around me and all of them began to bounce up and down, sort of dancing
like, and at the same time a howlin and a burblin and a gruntin, and makin
all sorts of sounds like that. I sort of stood there in the middle of the circle,
not quite knowin what to do, and bein a little bit scared too, until after
a while it got to he sort of fun and all, so I began to bounce with them,
and every once in a while I would let out the most bloody soundin scream
I could, just to join in with all the others, and they seemed to like that too,
for when I did it they all jumped higher and began to yell louder and all.
so that I did it again and again until I was dancing in the circle with the
rest of them woxes. I was just bopnein around with Mom and Pap and all
the rest, and making noises with all the rest for I didn't know how long,
and then after a while I got sort of tired and all that 1 jumj>ed out of the
circle and sat down in the grass and watched them. It seemed to lie the
best time that I had ever had in a long time, and I started to laugh when
I thought of how I used to be scared of the woxes, and how the town
people tell such bad stories about them and all. The woxes were not bad,
my Mom and my Pap were woxes, and sure they couldn't be bad. As I
sat there I looked down at myeslf, and saw 1 had all my clothes torn off
me, and in their place was growing some long black hair. I felt my face
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and looked at my hands—now I was a wox; my dancin and all the vellin
and all had made me turn into a wox, but I wasn't so sure I wanted to
be a wox, and I became a bit scared then and ran over to my Pap and
showed him what had happened and all. Pap just looked at me and said
there was nothing to worry about, for I was a wox all the time and that
it was the best life to be a wox for you were always happy and the like.
Pap said that we woxes changed into people in the day time, but sometimes
at night, when there was a little dew and a mist hoverin-like over the pond,
we all would meet here and dance and call and be happy and everything,
like we had done that night. The way Pap said it and all made me feel sort
of happy-like right then, and because of that 1 jumped right up and went
back to join all the others a bouncin and a howling and all that type thing.
I was happy, and just wanted to let all the others know it too.
Like I said before, I used to like to sleep in the barn when I was a
little boy, but now I find other things I like better to do at night, than
sleep in that bed of hay in the barn and all I mean.
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LAMAR MOTT HILL

The Most Wonderful Thing
In the hot dusk of an August day in Brooklyn, Tommy Mahoney
moved briskly down the sidewalk. His rapid pace was in sharp contrast to
the lethargy of the other pedestrians on the street in the late afternoon.
As with any boy in the middle of his thirteenth year, new things were
opening up to him and old things were becoming more real. Tommy
carried a baseball bat over his shoulder and clumsily tossed his softball with
his free but mitted hand. He could not keep his mind off of Julian's high,
strong homerun in the game that afternoon. It seemed that everything
Julian did, he did right. After all, he had organized the ball game and had
settled the fight between the two boys who both wanted to play first base
and wouldn't take any other position. Everything about fifteen-year-old
Julian Bargoli seemed to satisfy Tommy's embryonic sense of justice and
to gratify his admiration. Tonight though the most wonderful thing was
going to happen to him; he was going with Julian across the river to New
York and a movie. This was almost too much to believe but he had heard
the words with his own ears after he had worked up enough courage to
ask the older boy. They had done things together before but this was the
first time the whole gang wouldn't be along. . . .
His revery was rudely interrupted by the advent of a nine-year-old
girl, his sister Kathy.
"Tommy," she said pulling his sleeve, "Will you play with me now?
With the awkwardness of his age he shrugged away telling his sister
to "get lost." After all, the other guys might see him playing with a littlegirl and what would they, especially Julian, think? Girls; this word struck
a strange note in Tommy. He wrfsn't quite sure how to cope with them
and even more he wasn't sure he wanted to. His sister looked at him for
a moment then burst into tears as she turned to run down the street.
I ommy was going to call her back but instead he ran up the steps into
his house.
The Mahoneys lived in the third-floor rear apartment in a four story
walk-up. Mr. Mahoney was a part-time die press operator, and Mrs. Ma
honey took in sewing occasionally, but with five children this was difficult
to keep up. Despite these drawbacks, the apartment was clean and the
signs of wear were skillfully covered up.
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Tommy threw his bat in the closet, along with his ball and glove, then
ran through the kitchen to the bathroom. He picked his way through the
drying clothes and after putting the stopper in the tub, he turned on
the water.
"What are you doing in there, Tommy?" called his mother from the
bedroom, "And why is the water running?"
Nothing Mom," he answered, "I'm just taking a bath."
Mrs. Mahoney followed him down the hall towards his room and
just as he reached the door she called, "Why are you suddenly taking a
bath?" then pausing for a moment she added, "What are you up to
anyway?"
"I'm only taking a bath," the boy said quickly.
Mrs. Mahoney looked at him doubtfully. "Now you know better than
to expect me to believe that!"
"Really, Mom, I'm dirty from the ball game and I need a bath," said
Tommy squirming into his room.
Turning to leave, his mother said sternly, "All right, but you're not
going out tonight."
Hearing this Tommy ran out of his room, his shirt half off and said
pleadingly to his mother, "Aw, Mom! I gotta go out; just for a little
while. We're going to the movies."
"Who's we?" asked Mrs. Mahoney.
"Just some of the guys on the block. Aw come on Mom, just for a
show?"
"Well, all right, but you're to be in by 9:30," his mother said as she
turned towards the kitchen.
T ommy ran back into his room, peeled off his clothes and, wrapped
in a towel, he ran to the bathroom just in time to catch the tub about to
overflow. Turning off the water he jumped into the tub and was out
almost before he got wet. Hurriedly drying himself Tommy ran back to
bis room slamming the door behind him. It did not take long to put on
bis best slacks, the ones he wore to Mass on Sundays, and to slip into a
clean shirt.
When he appeared in the kitchen a few minutes later his father was
home sitting at the porcelain topped table reading a newspaper and drink
ing a beer. Mrs. Mahoney was futilely trying to converse with him. Mr.
Mahoney raised his ruddy face to greet his son, who was by this time
Hanked by his four younger sisters all eager to know where he was going
with his best clothes on.
His father put down his paper. "Well, where do you think you're
going all dressed up like that?"
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•Tommy's mother turned at this and added, "I told you that you could
go to the movies but I didn't say anything about your good clothes. ^ ('11
go right back in your room and put on some other pants."
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The boy was going to protest but after glancing at his father he thought
better of it and turned to walk slowly to his room. Mrs. Mahonev called
to him as he left, . . and don't forget to hang up your shirt."
When he reappeared equally neat as before, but with dungarees and
another shirt, he found the family seated. Mrs. Mahonev looked at him
as he started to eat and putting down her fork she leaned towards Tommy
while glancing quickly at his father.
"Listen here, young man," she said, "I know you're up to something
that I don't know about." Tommy started to speak but she continued in
a slightly higher pitch, "You're going someplace besides the movies. I know
you too well to be fooled by your antics." She leaned back expecting a
reply and when none came she sprang forward again, pointing with her
knife, "Tommy, where are you going?"
Tommy continued to eat in silence until his father reached across the
tahle and slapped the fork from the boy's hand with a folded newspaper.
"You answer her now," he said angrily. "Where are you going?"
"Just to the movies . . . honest," said the boy, avoiding both his
mother's and father's stares.
"Don't lie to me," said his father, almost shouting. "Where are you
going?"
"1 o the movies with the guys on the block," the boy said as he started
to leave his seat.
"Sit down, Tommy," his mother said sternly, "you are not through
with your dinner."
"Yes I am," he said as he ducked back from her grip. "I gotta go."
Mrs. Mahoney started to rise in order to stop the boy, but his father
stopped her by raising his hand in disgusted dismissal. "Let the kid go.
He ain't worth arguing with."
T ommy ran for the door before they had a chance to change their
minds, and on the stairs outside he heard their voices from beyond the
apartment door arguing about whose son he was, anyway.
On the street Tommy ran the two blocks to the candy store where he
was to meet Julian. He could feel his money bouncing in his pocket as he
ran. It was the money he had been saving from his allowance for a special
event. Tommy also knew that in among the coins from his allowance
were quite a few that he had taken from his father's pockets when the
°Ppoftunity arose. Although he didn't like to think of the whipping he
Uou'd get if his father ever found out, he still thought it would be worth
't to be able to spend the money in the city with Julian.
At the candy store Tommy slowed down and looked in the window.
Only the owner was inside but the boy realized he was five minutes early.
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Tommy went inside and settled himself on the bench across from the
candy case to wait for Julian.
The clock had ticked away ten minutes when the little store keeper
finally told the boy to either buy something or get out. He couldn't have
kids messing up his store. From his pocket Tommy drew a nickel and
after much pondering bought a candy bar. He then settled down on the
bench again, smugly thinking of how he had outsmarted the old man's
attempts to get rid of him; while the old man with equal complacency rang
up the nickel sale.
After a few more minutes some of the neighborhood children, all
about Tommy's age, came in. While some bought candy, two of the boys
came over to the bench.
"Where are you going?" asked the first..
"Nowhere," said Tommy, turning away from them on the bench.
"Just out."
"Where?" asked the other.
"Just out," said Tommy, not looking at them.
"Aw, you're not going anywhere," chided the first boy. At this Tommy
jumped up to defend himself.
"I said I was going out and I am," said Tommy defensively. Out of
the corner of his eye he caught a glimpse of Julian passing the dirty win
dow and approaching the door. As soon as Julian was in the candy shop
Tommy turned to his tormentors and pointed a finger at the older boy.
"There's where I'm going," he said defiantly, "With Julian."
1 he children turned to face the larger boy who had just entered the
store with a girl about fourteen years old. Tommy shoved past them and
ran up to Julian.
"Are you ready?" he asked with a quick glance over his shoulder.
"Let's get out of here."
Julian gave him a puzzled look for a moment and then after seeing
the others in the store standing behind Tommy he said quietly, "I'm sorrv,
kid, I can't play with you now. 1'ye got a date with Marilyn here." While
he was saying this he was moving towards the door with the girl in front
of him. "I'm real sorry, kid."
Tommy stood staring after him with his mouth open and his eyes
filled with tears. He turned to look at the others who were now jeering
him louder than ever. All of a sudden the money felt awfully heavy in
his pocket.

TODD BENDER

An Idea About the Mariner
In 1795 Matthew Lewis wrote The Monl{, a tale of Gothic horror, made
of improbable situations, and, what is more significant to the work, im
probable reactions to these situations by the characters involved. In this
Gothic novel the forces of evil and those of good are as clearly defined and
separated one from the other as black may be from white. In 1798 Samuel
Taylor Coleridge wrote "The Rime of the Ancient Mariner" which, like
7 he Monwas a tale of horror made of improbable situations but which,
unlike The MonJ(, recounted the reaction of characters to these situations
as consistent with human nature, and in which the forces of good and evil
are intermingled and can in no way be clearly defined. This fact must be
kept always in mind while digging for the "moral" of the poem.
Hugh I'Anson Fausset has said that "The Rime of the Ancient
Mariner" is an involuntary but inevitable projection into the imagery of
the poem of the inner discord of Coleridge himself and that therefore the
Mariner's sin against Nature in shooting the albatross images his own
morbid divorce from the physical. I realize that this is a pretty sweeping
statement and that there is considerable danger of destroying the poetry
<>f a work by linking it too closely with the personality of the author;
nevertheless, I would like to look at some of (Coleridge's work in the light
f,l this statement. To do so may, perhaps, give us a valuable insight into the
moral" of the work.
Let's look first to "Dejection: An Ode" in which the author tells us
°f the "viper thoughts" that coil about his brain. He lives in "reality's dark
dream wherein he can only "see not feel" how beautiful nature is. His
rationality has subordinated his imagination •gBut now afflictions bow me to the earth:
Nor care I they rob me of my birth;
But oh! each visitation
Suspends what nature gave me at birth.
My shaping spirit of imagination.
For not to think of what I needs must feel . . .
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And this has happened because he has broken the reciprocal relation which
apparently must exist between perceiver and perceived, man and Nature.
... we receive but what we give,
And in our life alone does nature live:
In short, Coleridge is saying that each man must pour out "the passion and
the life whose fountains are within" and keep the reciprocal love for Nature
flowing or he will fall into "reality's dark dream.'
With that as an introduction, I'd like to turn now to the Ancient
Mariner. The mariners are becalmed in the Antarctic when an albatross
appears.
As if it had been a Christian soul,
We hailed it in God's name.
It became the friend and playmate of the sailors and, as the gloss later
reveals, it loves them. The Ancient Mariner shoots the albatross. There is
no reason for the act stated. Robert Penn Warren draws an interesting
parallel between this act and one which occurs in Poe's "1 he Black Cat
wherein the hero kills the black cat simply because of the perverseness of
human nature. I think it significant that the Mariner had no stated motive;
for, as the gloss points out, the shipmates succeed in justifying the act itself
by saying that the bird was the cause of evil for them. That is, they consider
the act subjectively. If an act is adjudged in this way it is clear that its
moral worth will be dependent on the effect it may have on its evaluator.
The shipmates first think the act evil because it may have evil consequences
for them; as it appears that this may not be true, they reverse their position.
The shipmates make no real moral judgment. They assume guilt, it seems
to me, because they do not consider the act with an objectivity which allows
them to l>e moral in their judgment. Their guilt is of a different kind from
that of the Ancient Mariner's. The Mariner has pointlessly injured a
creature of nature. He has returned injury for love and has violated the
reciprocal relation of man and nature.
... we receive but what we give
And in our life alone does Nature live.
But his shipmates are not even aware that this relation is necessary. 1hey
judge his act subjectively, alternately condemning and justifying him. They
are consequently accomplices in the crime not only through the act of the
Ancient Mariner but in a unique way of their own.
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As the curse begins to take effect, the Ancient Mariner maintains his
disdain for Nature for "he despiseth the creatures of the calm." And
consequently,
1 looked to Heaven and tried to pray;
Hut ever a prayer had gushed,
A wicked whisper came, and made
My heart as dry as dust.
Hut this kind saint takes pity on him and soon he sees the beauty and
happiness of the water snakes and,
A spring of love gushed from my heart
Thus he reestablishes the reciprocal relation between Nature and himself
and he can now pray. He has set in balance once more the flow of love
Irom man to Nature and from Nature to man. At that moment the "spell
begins to break,
et, "penance more" he will do; he is condemned to be
the Wandering jew figure carrying his tale to mankind so that they may
not commit his same mistake.
. . . but this I tell
lo thee, thou wedding guest!
He prayeth well, who loveth well
Both man and bird and beast.
He prayeth best who loveth best
All things both great and small;
For the dear God who loveth us
He made and loveth all.
Now, we must be careful not to read too much into this work, but on
the other hand we cannot reduce it to a "be-kind-to-albatrosses-week"
advertisement. I am struck by the similarity of The Ancient Mariner to
Hawthorne s great short story, "Ethan Brand." Ethan is a wanderer too,
searching for the Unpardonable Sin which he ultimately finds to be divorcemcni lr°tn humankind and refusal to take part in the common joys of
men. The situation of Ethan Brand differs markedly from that of the
Ancient Mariner, but the RELATION of Ethan to humankind seems to
x"
sanic as the RELATION of the Ancient Mariner to Nature. There
must he a reciprocal flow of good will from the perceiver (The Ancient
Mari °er, Ethan Brand) to the perceived (Mankind, Nature). If the percc'ver refuses to contribute to the relation, he isolates himself from the
Perceived entirely. He is incapable of further reception.
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. . . from the soul itself must issue forth
A light, a glory, a fair luminous cloud
Enveloping the earth—
A sweet and potent voice, of its own birth,
Of all sweet sounds the life and element.

Once this luminous cloud is withdrawn, only by unusual and powerful
means can he re-establish this relation. The "moral" of "T he Rime of the
Ancient Mariner" is that to be a passive recipient of the good-will, love,
and harmony of Nature, will sever the recipient from the source and only
by severe penance can he reinstate himself.

HAL C. MATT

A Few Thoughts
An aldehyde reacts with a semicarbizide,
And a semicarbazone results.
My father is dying of an incurable disease.
Amblystoma larvae cannot regenerate
In the absence of nerves.
His mind is no longer his own.
The sky is grey, the ground muddy;
Why read? why study?
Books in front of me, the window beside me:
A different world in each.
Which do I want?
Birds are not singing, yet soon they'll be back:
My books are before me.
Away in some bed, he longer lives;
My life was his and 1 did not appreciate it.
Books are around me, yet death is upon me.
Trees will soon blossom, and he will not notice.
Why have life? why save it?
All ends in blackness anyway; the only reality.
Words, knowledge, science, . . .
What are they next to death?
Nothing, yet to me everything.

W. HARLEY HENRY

A Significant Freshman
Some Must Watch. By Edwin Daly. Scribners. $3.95.

An appraisal of Some Must Watch, written by sometime Kenyon student
Kd Daly, presents a unique problem. There are faults in both the author's and
the reader s approach, both of which seem irrevocable as far as Daly's first novel
(we are told he is working on a second) is concerned. It might be better not
to make much ado over the book, merely acknowledging it as part of the very
transient literature. On the other hand, Some Must Watch has been rather
widely read here, its author shows some promise as a writer, and his next effort
is being awaited with interest.
The notoriety of the book here is, I am afraid, due only to the mention
of the college which prompts a sort of curiosity as to what an ex-Kenyon student
has to say about the place. Then too, many present students knew Ed during
bis two years here and have been interested to see what sort of writer he is.
' am not sure they have been too impressed. Unfortunately, the importance of
e book as far as the general public is concerned is, from what an observer in
s c tered Ciambier can tell, mainly due to the mention Some Must Watch has
received in this country's bush league newspapers via "canned" reviews, the
authors youth, and James (From Here To Eternity) Jones' detrimental but
Pu icity-gctting statement that Daly was "a very adequate answer to France's
rancoise Sagan." We must note that the Times devoted a nice amount of
pace to the book, but it is doubtful that critic David Dempscy's review sent
many serious readers rushing to the corner bookstore for a copy of Daly's book.
The plot itself, aside from what the author says about it, is interesting.
ltd°cs concern Kenyon, though only for a short space; and the hero of the
Kichard Colby, is in many ways like a Kenyon student. The story begins
" Colby, an embryonic man exploring the precipice of maturity, finishing
s rcshman year at Kenyon. The student reader is alerted by references to
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Lewis Hall, Alpha Delta Phi, the Commons, and Rosse Hall and the appearance
of several minor characters who bear resemblances to actual campus figures,
some of whom have ceased to inhabit our hallowed halls. Of course, the hero
a In introspection is much like the book s author. From this short scene Richard
embarks on a summer of experience which is not too much like the summers
most of us are used to spending. The scene shifts first to the Colby home in
Illinois, then to a swank summer resort in Michigan, then back to the Colby
home. Included in the story's trappings are the hero's explorations of idealism,
culture, and sex; his incongruence in his home town after nine months ot
academic rigours and pseudo-sophistication at Kenyon; a lovable little sister,
well-patterned; and a strained parent-son relationship. After all this the reader
ask, "So what?" But Mr. Daly has an answer. Off Colby goes to the
seems
summer resort where even more delightful tastes of maturation and manhood
await him. The first crisis comes when he gets a brief but lar too premature
taste of love in an affair with a disappointed but married woman. (Mr. |ones
has cleverly spotted Sagan creeping in.) Our hero is snatched from the un
fortunate consequences of this little adventure when his father, a successful
lawyer, commits suicide. The finale finds Richard feeling his maturity and the
reader supposedly convinced that this dynamic individual will manfully lacc
the future with wisdom, strength, and a gusty spirit of adventure.
"So what," we might be tempted to ask again. It must lie allowed that the
impression such a book makes is likely to be dulled by the fact that it is an
acknowledged several cuts below what most of us are used to reading. The book
has the disadvantage of tempting the more literary-minded Kenyon student to
think what he might have said in Daly's place, and thus not reading too objectively. Daly has been quite sensitive to what has happened around him, and itb
admirable that he has the skill and perseverance to set it all down. I his much,
at least, must lie acknowledged in the face of the austere critics whose con
demnations of the book seem motivated more than anything else by the fact
that they have literary aspirations also. But on the whole we really cannot ca
F.d Daly's first effort very good.
;
The biggest flaw is that Daly is writing about something, namely himset,
of which he has no perspective. He is too much involved with what he |S
writing about to be able to step back and take a good thoughtful look at itHe is like the poets Plato condetryied for merely holding up a mirror to natureThe author is lacking what Wordsworth called "wise passivism, or perhaps
"aesthetic distance." Because he is not able to intelligently consider his subject.
Daly is not able to give more than an active record of what has been going °n
around him and thus leaves many points underdeveloped and retains sonic
material that is irrelevant. One gets the feeling that Daly is writing about som
thing he has seen but not known or understood in the same way that a c
reporter fresh out of a highly specialized journalism school might attempt
interpret a great moral question of the day for newspaper readers. This is
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author s big problem, then, and one hopes that he will find subjects in his later
productions that will enable him to get a better perspective and understanding
of what he is writing about. For this perspective and understanding is much
too important to good writing to be ignored.
In the same way, we as readers are at fault for not having much of a
perspective either. Like Daly, we too are wound up in the subject of Some
Must Watch: some of us knew Ed, we are in ways like the main character of
his book, and some have often wanted to write a book also. This lack of per
spective can prompt us to pass the book off as unimportant.
As for Sagan, I am not sure that the over-sexed mademoiselle has made a
good enough noise to demand a reply and I hope Mr. Daly will think enough
of himself not to attempt an answer. What is in his book is nicely written, but
he can do well to concern himself in the future with subjects of more importance
and ones which will not relegate him to write for the patrons of Sagan, Peale
and the book reviews of the home town newspaper.
It is significant, I think, that the hero of Some Must Watch is only a
freshman at Kenyon.

ROBERT MOSHER

Another View
Some Must Watch. By Edwin Daly. Scribners. $3.95.
Publication of a work by a Kenyon author commonly causes some small
"tir, or even a tea, at the college bookstore; in this rare case, publication of
recent student Ed Daly's Some Must Watch has, partly through acquaintance
and partly through recognition of friends or even self in the text, aroused some
small measure of student interest. And well-directed this interest is, for Daly's
work concerns not only Kenyon men, but all discerning young men troubled by
'lie conflict of their own imaginations with the trivial values of common youth.
lames Jones has unfortunately presented Daly as America's answer to
Sagan. Such comparison doubtless serves better as sales promotion than as criti
cism, but it is not necessary to permit irrelevant advertising to interfere with
'hi novel s positive merits, and such merits it has.
Daly is primarily concerned with the shallowness he (disguised as Richard
Lolhy) sees in his friends, his family, and his society and with his individual
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attempts to find some kind of meaningful life. He rejects the values of his family
environment in Illinois; equally he rejects those of Kenyon, Michigan, and every
society of his experience. His father knows that "In high school Richard had
proved his worth by becoming the captain of the basketball team and president
of the student council. Richard was a leader." By his senior year Richard con
sciously engineers his escape. In Michigan, of a fine young man, he writes:
. . the normal, honest-to-gosh, home-loving, church-going father and husband.
He's so goddam normal it sticks out all over him. . . . He likes his toast well
done in the mornings and gets ties for Christmas and wouldn't give twenty-five
dollars to see Christ pass the free lunch at Joe's Bar.'"
Not only does Richard have it in for the Ail-American Boy, but he has
no sympathy for the Kenyon cocktail party intellectual, for the semi-learned
pseudo-all-knowing. When Richard says, "I'm not afraid of learning things.
I just don't like to talk about what I feel. I don't want to be an intellectual,
he expresses his only positive values—those of learned and thoughtful work and
creation, not simply their discussion, and never their shallow mention.
The relations of Richard to both his father and sister are notably welldeveloped. The Elder Colby is Richard's first symbol of the life distasteful to
him, and the understanding of the relationship implicit in Daly's writing is
remarkable especially in the light of Daly's youth at the time of writing. Rich
ard's younger sister Sonja is, significantly, in her naivete the character for whom
Richard appears to have most personal feeling.
Valuable and interesting as Daly's specific comments are, the greatest in
terest of the book lies in its successful handling of a difficult technique. The
prose style is hardly uncommon; the incidents are plausible and indeed mainly
autobiographical. But the incidents are carefully selected and edited for their
relevance to the theme. And Colby's frequent comments, perceptive as they are,
are not the whole story. It is up to the reader to arrive for himself at the con
clusions about life toward which Daly slyly leads him. Daly does not attempt
to present a slice of life; rather, he offers a clever gerrymander, and it is entirely
to his credit that he writes not for the dull reader, but for the reader capable
of forming his own ideas from the evidence Daly chooses to present.
In short, then, while few readers will agree with most of Daly's views, and
probably none will agree with them all, Daly's examinations tend highly to
stimulate such examinations on the .reader's part. That Some Must Watch is
clearly not one of the great works of all time does not obscure the fact that it
is a successful realization of a serious purpose.

Dept. of English
Kenyon College
12/11/^6

Dear Mr. Bender,
Your beautiful sonnet was so manhandled in the printing (Autumn 1956
HIKA) that I wish you would print it again in proper form in your next issue.
It is too good to stand only as a disfigured suggestion of itself.
Yours cordially,
PHILIP W. TIMBERLAKE

I hrough an inexcusable technical error an incorrect printing of this sonnet
was made. The editor extends a sincere apology to the author and to The
American Poetry Association in whose publications the poem has been printed
in its correct form.
—THE EDITOR

SONNET I
Spring; and the world burst happily forth with swell
Of buds and promise of fertility
And then supremely humble I love you
For verdant youth and my young love are one.
Summer; and the lazy fields of sun-sweet grain
Will wave hello to ancient storm-bent oaks
With recognition of maturity
And I love with a more than lingering love.
Fall; and the frosted moonbeams warn us all
Of the day when the naked trees shall thrust
Their bony limbs toward the sky and crack
Their knuckles in the icy, chilling cold.
Then shall my love be as glowing fire,
Driving forth the cold with warm security.
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